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Includes new books by: Wesley Chu, Miranda Grant, Peter F Hamilton, N K Jemisin, Mercedes Lackey, L E Modesitt Jr, Mike Shepherd, David Weber, Connie Willis ...and many others.

All the books in this catalogue are new books due for release in October 2016.

Because they are new books, we are at the whim of the publishers and, to some extent, the shipping companies—books can sometimes arrive later (or earlier) than we expect, or occasionally be a different retail price than originally quoted. Because space is a luxury, we bring in limited quantities of books. Price subjects are to change without notice.

Please reserve copies of anything you want so you don’t miss out – ASAP!

If a book has sold out by the time we receive your order, we will back-order and supply, when available.

Pulp Fiction has access to thousands of books. We are only too happy to order anything if we don't have it on our premises. If a book has sold out by the time we catalogue it, you can post, phone, or e-mail us to reserve a copy and we will hold it for you.
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Mick turned his back on his kind and their Court, a long time ago. But beneath the fedora and the overcoat, he’s got pointy ears and

Novellas of Ursula K Le Guin

LE GUIN, Ursula K

also available in paperback.

Fantasy PBK $22.99

publication, in 1987.

undisputed master, as skilled as he is ruthless – until a death by the sword. Even the nobles on the Hill turn to duels to settle their

DARK DETECTIVES

MASON, Eden

a conflict whose seeds were sown millennia ago.

THE TERRY PRATCHETT DIARY 2017

PRATCHETT, Terry & Kirby

Dram 

SERGEANT STABLEY

aka

Feats from the aftermath of the Battle of Armageddon and the long war after.

KIRIT DENSIRA

Welcome to a world of wind and bone, songs and silence, betrayal

THE FIFTH SEASON

STANTON, Stacia

In an attempt to save her family from greater censure, Kirit must

THE HOBBIT

Tolkien, J.R.R.

a two-sided story… The year was 2014. We had cured cancer. We had beat the common cold. But in doing so we unleashed

BROKEN EARTH

JEMISIN, N K

also available, this month, is a collection of every

THE RED DOT

PAIGE, Danielle

The sequel to The Shatterzone: The Fall of London, the book which

STEAL THE SKY

HASSAN, Ilham

The sequel to the first Weird Space novel:

THE RED DOT

PAIGE, Danielle

and she is the first of the Himba people ever to be offered a place

THE HOGWARTS LIBRARY

HOGWARTS, Harry Potter

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets. A sequel to the first

THE PRODIGAL SON

VERACRUZ, David

The Hobbit is a holiday season, but the celebration at the Zeros' underground nightclub is blown apart, when two strangers with

CLOCHE

ANNEAU DE GUERRE 24: IMMORTAL MOUNTAINS

SANDY, Lindsey

The sequel to

STEAL THE SKY

HASSAN, Ilham

The sequel to Steal the Sky. It’s not long before Binti finds herself

THE ZEROS

BROWNE, Brian

Now, twenty years after the Rising, a team of scrappy underdog reporters relentlessly pursue the truth, while competing against

THE HOLLANDERS

TAN, Shaun

TALES FROM OUTER SUBURBIA BOOK 1

The sequel to the second Weird Space novel: The Sea of the Shage

STEADY CATCH

ROBERTS, Chen

A sequel to the first Weird Space novel: Solar Express. Drizzt

DRIZZT DANNY

HUFF, Peter

Fairy tales retold HC $19.99

TREACHERY'S TOOLS

BAXTER, Stephen

HOMECOMING

SALVATORE, R D

THE SEVENTH TREASURE

IMMERSON, David

DARK SECRETS

BISHOP, Brandon

A young girl is estranged from her tribe, as her mother was from

Drizzt HC $52.95

The sequel to The Shatterzone: The Fall of London, the book which

THE TERRA PRATCHETT DIARY 2017

PRATCHETT, Terry & Kirby

Dram 

STARRY NIGHT

SHEPHERD, Mike

SHEPHERD, Mike

DRAACHTER, Jack

the beginning. As things go from bad to worse, she begins to see

THE HOGWARTS LIBRARY

HOGWARTS, Harry Potter

HARRY POTTER AND THE CEMETERY OF SECRETS

SALVATORE, R D

MAGNUS CHASE: THE LAND OF THOR

ROBBIN, R A

Also available, this month, is a collection of every

THE ART OF WARRING

WADDELL, Robert

the same version of the story, before Tolkien’s奄奄——it to become the one enjoyed by readers, since the

BOLD

Grimms’ Tales from the

BROTHERS GRIMM

also available.

CREATING THE LEATHERWOOD

POOLE, Ramsey

the title of the derivative work to the original version, the story

THE TERRY PRATCHETT DIARY 2017

PRATCHETT, Terry & Kirby

Dram 

THE POST-APOCALYPTIC COMPANY

WORMAN, Tom Lloyd

THE LOST COMPANY

HUNTER, James

The sequel to The Shatterzone: The Fall of London, the book which

THE FIFTH SEASON

STANTON, Stacia

next available paperback.

THE IMPERIAL SOUL

WALLACE, Wilde

In 1883, Thaniel Steepleton returns to his tiny flat to find a gold

THE IMPERIAL SOUL

WALLACE, Wilde

the title of the derivative work to the original version, the story
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STEAL THE SKY

HASSAN, Ilham

The sequel to The Shatterzone: The Fall of London, the book which

THE TERRY PRATCHETT DIARY 2017

PRATCHETT, Terry & Kirby
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THE IMPERIAL SOUL

WALLACE, Wilde

Drizzt HC $52.95

PARISH, Christopher

The sequel to The Shatterzone: The Fall of London, the book which
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THE TERRY PRATCHETT DIARY 2017

PRITCHARD, Mark

PENGUIN GALLEY EDITIONS

VARIOUS, all introduced by Neil GAIMAN

Debuts for young writers, classic reissues by authors such as

ROWLING, J K

PENNYSHELL

WATTERSFIELD, Scott

the title of the derivative work to the original version, the story
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FEEDBACK

HALL, T. King

VANDERLYN, Ben

Rowan" aka

THE BOMBER

DUNNETT, Jack

In 1883, Thaniel Steepleton returns to his tiny flat to find a gold

THE IMPERIAL SOUL

WALLACE, Wilde

the title of the derivative work to the original version, the story
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